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conference announcements

the japan association of language teachers JALT will sponsor its twelfth annual
international conference on language teachinglearningteachingleamingTeaching LearningLeaming at seirei gakuenbakuen hamamatsuhayamatsuHamamatsu
japan november 222422 24 1986 the conference will feature over 200 workshops
demonstrations and papers dealing with a wide range of topics relevant to language teaching
learningleaming and acquisition JALT is a TESOL affiliate and the japanese branch of IATEFL
for further information contact JALT co kyoto english center sumitomo seimei bldg
8faf shijo karasumakarasuda nishi iru shimogyo ku kyoto 600 japan

the division of english as a second language university of illinois at urbana champaign
will sponsor a conference entitled computers in language research and language leaminglearning
to be held october 252625 26 1986 at the university of illinois papers dealing with the use of
computers relative to language learning and teaching stylistics lexicography
second language acquisition research speech perception and processing or translation are
invited abstracts no more than 300 words should be sent by april 1 1986 to lyle F
bachman DESL 3070 foreign languages bldg 707 south mathews avenue urbana
illinois 61801 USA

the fifth annual conference of the world humor and irony membership WHIM will be held
on the campus of arizona state university from march 28 to april 1119861986 the conference
theme is american humor and most of the papers will deal with linguistic patterns of
english and other languages for further information contact don L F nilsen english
department ASU tempe arizona 85287 USA

the fourteenth annual international systemics workshop will be held following the AILA
meetings at the university of sydney august 24282428198728198724 28 1987 for further information contact
JR martin linguistics department the university of sydney sydney NSW 2006
australia

the second annual alpine institute of international education on how to design and pomotepolote
successful international study programs trips and tours will be held june 24 july 9 1986
in innsbruckInnsbruck austria for more information contact ken ostrand director international
study programs metropolitan college university of new orleans new orleans louisiana
70148 USA




